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Producer and Artistic Leader. My work focuses on dismantling the anti-Blackness in
the Latinx community through art and community engagement. My goal is to unite
the Black Diaspora.

Experience
Producer, Latinidad is NOT a Monolith Call to Action — 2021
Initiated idea to create a call to action to amplify the voices and faces of Black Latinx
people. Gathered group of 4 artists to collaborate on writing the copy for PSA that
was launched on Instagram and TikTok. Brought in 12 artists to then lm
themselves saying copy. Created list of Black led organizations and artists to follow
that is a live link any one in the world can see. Videos garnered around 5K views
over several platforms.
Sharing Sessions Creator- Dominican Artists Collective — 2020-Present
Creator, coordinator and facilitator of Sharing Sessions. A weekly zoom gathering
open to all that is split into two programs. Sharing Sessions is a space where
members of the Dominican Artists Collective can share new work virtually ( plays,
screenplays, monologues, songs etc). Sharing Sessions with Los Pros is a virtual
space where Dominican Artists Collective members get to know and ask questions
to prominent gures in the entertainment industry. I book all guests for both
programs. Past guests have included: Haskiri Velazquez; Jandiz Estrada Cardoso;
Oz Rodriguez; Judy Reyes; Alan Luna; Mayte Natalio; Yasser Tejeda; Josy
Rodriguez; Ramses Jimenez. In this position I also secured a ABC Casting
Workshop for the collective in Spring 2022.
Artistic Producer, Dominican Artists Collective DAC — 2020- Present
I help run all the facets of DAC from facilitating meetings to producing events with
collaborators from other companies. Daily administrative work and checking in with
collective members to help facilitate how they can become better artists through
introductions, readings or community feedback. Key producer for residencies and
collaborations.
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Producer, Vessel of A Woman 2020
Helped facilitate artist vision for a live/ pre recorded production over Youtube. Set up
lights, camera angles, and operated switch from 4 cameras LIVE.

